
 
Your First Year-Round Swim Meet 

By Mary Lynch, 757swim Mom 

 

You’ve done it—you’ve signed up your child for year-round swimming, and friends are shaking 

their heads and making comments about the early mornings and long weekends. Your first 

meet is coming up and you have no idea what to do, or what to bring, or how to get there, or 

what to expect. Fear not! You can find answers to many of your questions here—and if you’re 

still feeling uncertain, just ask your coach or another parent, or email info@757swim.com. 

We’ve all been there and are happy to help! 

Before the Meet 

Watch your email for registration information and deadlines. The meet information will tell you 
which events are scheduled for which days, which age swimmers will attend which sessions, 
how many events a swimmer can sign up for each day, whether or not the meet has qualifying 
times or is open to all swimmers, etc.  

Through the team website, sign up for the events your child wants to swim. Email your coach 
with any questions, but don’t stress over choosing events. Your coach can and will make 
changes to your child’s events if he or she wants your swimmer to attempt a certain event, or 
doesn’t think your child is ready to swim a certain event.  

Pack your swimmer some healthy snacks and drinks, and bring some cash for the concession 
stand. The host team will be selling drinks, granola bars, bagels, muffins, pizza, etc.  

Bring a couple of towels, a sweatshirt, and emergency back-up goggles. Don’t forget your team 
suit, team t-shirt (in the color specified by your coach) and team cap. Bring a back-up suit just in 
case. Also pack something for your swimmer to do in case there are long stretches between 
events: an electronic device of choice – or better yet, something to enjoy with the other kids, 
such as trading cards, Mad Libs, temporary tattoos, etc. This is great time to bond with 
teammates! 

In some pools, swimmers tend to stay on deck with their team. Other pools have limited deck 
space, and swimmers tend to spread out on blankets in an adjacent rec room. Ask experienced 
parents or coaches whether you need to bring a chair or blanket to a particular pool.  

Many 757swim meets will take place at the Collegiate School Aquatic Center in Richmond 
(a.k.a. “Poseidon”). It’s an hour away, but once you’re there you’ll realize it’s worth the drive. 



The facility is swank, with adequate bleacher space in the balcony (with TVs tuned to CNN or 
ESPN!), comfy chairs in the lobby area, and tables/chairs in the concessions room. There’s a 
Ukrops right nice door and a WaWa about a mile away. 

Arriving at the Meet 

Be sure to arrive by the time requested by your coach. This allows kids time to find their team, 
settle in, and warm up. Warmups are scheduled for a particular time and are not optional. 

You are not allowed to accompany your child on deck! (Midtown Aquatic Center is an 
exception; the bleachers are on the deck, not in a balcony.) Coaches of younger, less 
experienced swimmers will help make sure they know where to go. If you feel lost and 
confused, just look for someone in a 757swim t-shirt and ask for help. You can also ask an 
official (white shirts, navy shorts) or a volunteer from the host team – or any parent who looks 
like they know what they’re doing. Swimmer families are nice folks. 

Your coach will make sure your child knows his events, heats, and lanes.  

 Event: a specific race (stroke & distance), for a specific gender and age group. For 
example, the boys’ 9-10 100 meter backstroke 

 Heat: Typically, there will be more than 8 kids swimming a particular event, and there 
are only 8 lanes in the pool, so the kids are divided up into heats. In a heat, swimmers 
are grouped with other swimmers of comparable speed.  

 Lane: Typically there are 8 lanes in a pool. Swimmers in each heat are arranged so that 
the swimmer with the fastest time coming into the meet (“seed time”) is in the center 
lane (usually lane 4), with slower seed times in the outside lanes.  

Before you settle in at the meet, you might want to purchase a heat sheet – a book with all of 
the events and swimmers listed. It’s generally more interesting to have a heat sheet during a 
meet, and it also gives you something to do during warmups: Bring a highlighter, and highlight 
all of the 757swim team members! Your job is to root for them all!  

Most parents also download an app called Meet Mobile. Most swim meets report real-time 
results on Meet Mobile (although sometimes there’s a frustrating lag). You can look up your 
child’s events on Meet Mobile to find out what he/she is swimming and what his seed time is. 
(A seed time of “NT” means “No Time.” The child does not have an official time in that event.) 
Swimmers are seeded (placed in heats & lanes) according to their seed times so that they are 
racing against comparable swimmers. Meet Mobile does not show the specific heats and lanes; 
you have to buy a heat sheet for that. Selling heat sheets is a fundraiser for the host team.  

You might also want to download the Deck Pass app. All USA Swimming swimmer’s times are 
automatically entered into Deck Pass, so it’s easy to look up your swimmer’s best times. You 
can also see if a time is classified as a B/BB/A/AA, etc. Those are “Motivational Times” set by 
USA Swimming. It’s a big deal when a swimmer gets his or first B cut, BB cut, etc. Basically, 



when a swimmer starts getting A cuts, he/she is getting competitive at the state level and it’s 
time to check out the qualifying times for state champs! At some meets, you can also buy bag 
tags with the motivational times, which your swimmer can attach to his/her swim bag. They are 
both convenient for reference and cool swag. 

Motivational times are also used in designating some meets as BB+, etc.  A “BB+” meet requires 
the swimmer to have a BB time or faster to swim in that meet. Some meets have “bonus cuts”… 
It all gets pretty confusing, just ask another parent or your coach.  

During the Meet 

We hope your child gets hooked by the great sport of swimming – and if so, you will be 
spending hours…days…at meets. Those hours are much more enjoyable if you understand the 
sport, care about how your child’s teammates are swimming, enjoy the company of the other 
parents, etc. Look for our team t-shirts in the stands, sit among the 757swim parents, and 
introduce yourself. Ask lots of questions!  

Over time, you will learn which child has never swum a legal breast stroke, or which child is in 
the hunt for her first BB cut, or which child is courageously attempting his first distance event. 
All of these milestones make the meet much more interesting for you as a spectator, and by 
paying attention, you’ll know when to give your child’s teammates well-deserved congrats. 

At most meets, each team has a responsibility to provide timers. If 757swim needs timers, 
make sure you sign up to help! Some new parents are intimidated by the idea of timing, or 
think it will be a chore. The truth is, it’s easy to do, it doesn’t need to be stressful (you are only 
a backup to the touchpad system, which almost always works), and it’s also fun to be down on 
deck among the swimmers as they prepare for their races. And…the team needs your help! 

It can be nerve-wracking for parents of young swimmers to sit in the stands and wonder if their 
swimmer is finding his goggles, getting ready to swim, heading for the correct starting block at 
the correct time, etc. Amazingly, the kids do manage to get behind the correct block at the 
correct time…usually. It’s best to assume that at some point, something will go awry. A child 
will be overwhelmed by the scale of the event and lose his nerve. A child will be in the 
bathroom and miss her event. A child will chew on his goggles, break the strap, and be 
inconsolable. A child will be having fun with the other kids behind the blocks and miss her 
event. Coaches are great at preventing missed races most of the time, but they are wrangling 
several kids, and, well, things happen. It’s best to keep your sense of humor and remember that 
we’ve all been there. Don’t add to your child’s stress by making a big deal out of it; the coaches 
will handle it. 

Swimmers should report to their coaches before and after each race – to get last minute advice 
and encouragement, and to get feedback after the race. Remember: You are the booster, the 
chef, the chauffeur, the cheerleader. You are not the coach. Please allow the coach to coach, 
and don’t confuse your child by offering coaching advice as well. 



If a meet has relays, make sure you know whether or not your child is signed up to compete in a 
relay before you leave the meet. It’s a huge bummer for the three other kids if one child 
disappears and the relay has to “scratch” (withdraw). Even better: stay and cheer no matter 
what! 

As you child gets older, he and his teammates might start swimming distance events such as 
the 500, the 1000, or the mile. Your child might be asked to stay and count laps for a teammate. 
The stands can get pretty thin during the distance events. If your child stays to count, and you 
stay to cheer, you are doing a huge favor for a teammate.  

After the meet 

Find your tired and hungry child in the lobby or attached gym or wherever makes sense in the 
venue where you are. Talk about whatever was fun or uplifting or exciting. Or just allow your 
swimmer some peace and quiet. Do not dwell on any disappointments or frustrations, and do 
not complain about the officials or coaches. Congratulate any teammates you see on a job well 
done. Always demonstrate good sportsmanship to your child! If it was a great meet, go out for 
ice cream. If it was a disappointing meet, go out for ice cream. 

Coaches are happy to talk to you about your child’s development or meet performance – but 
please remember that meets are exhausting for coaches. They are “on” and thinking about a 
million things for hours at a time. When you see a coach during or after the meet, be friendly 
but do not demand attention. Only bring up concerns that are immediately relevant (“My child 
has a fever and I’m taking her home.”). If you have non-emergency questions or concerns, send 
an email and request a time to talk. The coach will be much more capable of having a 
productive conversation when he or she isn’t in “meet mode.” 

Other Information 

Short Course vs. Long Course vs. Summer League 

Our swimmers compete in three differently sized pools, depending upon the season. When 
comparing a swimmer’s current time against a previous time, make sure you are comparing 
yards times to yard times, etc.  

 During short course season, events are swum in yards, in a 25 yard pool. Short course 
season takes place from September through March/April. American college teams 
compete in short course yards.  

 Long course events are swum in a 50 meter pool, with the season running from April 
through July/August. International meets such as the Olympics are swum in long course 
meters.  

 Williamsburg’s local summer league pools are 25 meters.  

Tech Suits 



You might hear from your child that he or she “needs” a tech suit for a certain meet. Tech suits 
(a.k.a. “racing suits” or “fast suits”) are high performance suits and can be much more 
expensive than a typical team suit, up to several hundred dollars. Swimmers typically get their 
first tech suit when they qualify for their first state champs meet—especially if they are around 
age 12 or older. (Yes, you will see nine-year-olds in tech suits…but honestly…) When you begin 
to wonder if you should buy your child a tech suit for a special meet, talk to your coach to get 
his or her opinion, ask other parents for advice, and scour the Internet for sales. There are 
several options for tech suits that won’t break the bank, and you don’t ever need to feel 
pressured to purchase a high-dollar suit.  

Meet T-Shirts, Hoodies, etc. 

Be prepared that some swim meets, especially championship meets, will offer t-shirts or 
hoodies for sale. Your swimmer will beg for a shirt, so decide in advance and budget 
accordingly. 

Ribbons and Medals 

Ribbons and medals are rarely awarded at meets. Following each meet, coaches will receive all 
ribbons for the team. The team Ribbon Wrangler will sort the ribbons and put them in the team 
ribbon box at the practice pool for pickup. 

 

Welcome to the world of year-round swimming! We hope you and your swimmer thoroughly 
enjoy this awesome, life-changing experience full of challenges, triumphs, fun, and great 
friendships. Go 757swim! 


